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Aukey EP-M2 TWS wireless headphones (black)
The  Aukey  EP-M2  wireless  headphones  are  the  perfect  choice  for  music  lovers  looking  for  reliable  everyday  headphones.  Their
13-millimetre drivers deliver fantastic sound quality, and you'll be able to tailor their performance to your needs thanks to the available
EQ  modes.  They  have  a  run  time  of  up  to  20  hours  with  the  case,  and  are  easy  to  use  with  intuitive  touch  panels.  They  are  IPX4
waterproof certified, so they will meet the needs of anyone with an active lifestyle.
 
Discover a new dimension in listening
Feel like you're at a live concert and let the music transport you into a magical world of sound. The headphones feature 13mm drivers
that  deliver  sound  with  incredible  clarity,  bass  depth  and  tonal  clarity.  Whether  you  are  a  lover  of  classical  music,  rock,  hip-hop  or
electronic music, the headphones will provide you with an unforgettable musical experience.
 
3 EQ modes
The headphones offer 3 different EQ modes to tailor the sound to your preferences. Music Mode provides perfectly balanced sound, while
Bass Boost delivers powerful bass that emphasises the rhythm and energy of any song. And if you want crystal-clear sound during phone
calls, switch to Vocal Mode!
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Seamless connection
The  Aukey  EP-M2s  use  advanced  Bluetooth  5.3  technology,  which  is  responsible  for  a  stable  and  instant  connection  to  your  chosen
device. You can forget about interference and delays! But that's not all - the headphones allow you even more freedom of choice. You
can use one headphone while leaving the other in the case, or use both at the same time, giving you the full depth of stereo sound. You
decide how you want to listen to your music!
 
Full control in your hands
Operating the headphones is easier than you think. They feature intuitive touchpads that put you in full control of your music or calls.
Now you can control your music, take calls, change modes and much more with just a few taps. No longer do you have to reach for your
phone every time - now everything is at your fingertips!
 
The comfort of your dreams
Aukey EP-M2 headphones will provide you with maximum comfort even when listening to music for hours on end. Their ergonomic design
means they fit perfectly to the shape of your ears, and thanks to their light weight (3.5g), you won't even feel their presence. They are
also IPX4 waterproof, so you can use them freely, whatever the weather conditions.
 
Included
headphones
charging case
Manufacturer
Aukey
Model
EP-M2
Colour
Black
Transducers
13 mm
Bluetooth version
5.3
Bluetooth profiles
A2DP / AVCTP / AVRCP / HFP
Frequency response
20Hz - 20kHz
Impedance
32Ω
SPL
105dB±3dB@1KHz
Range
Up to 10 m
Operating time
Up to 4h
Up to 20h (with charging case)
Charging time
1,5h
Rechargeable battery
Lithium polymer (2x 30 mAh)
Weight per handset
3,5 g
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Water resistance
IPX4

Preço:

Antes: € 22.0047

Agora: € 20.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Carregadores, Wall chargers
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